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Abstract

Nowadays, huge amounts of data are transferred over the Internet. Video content is a vast majority of the data traffic. A part of this data is wasted due to many reasons. Transmitting large amounts of data across a network leads to network congestion and start-up delay of the video playback, which is one of the reasons of data loss. Another reason is the negative effect of impatient users or so-called zappers. This effect is expressed by the unexpected change in user preference during the streaming process of the requested content. In that case, the downloaded data are discarded which can be considered as a waste of network and system resources.

One of the solutions to this problem is to develop a system for prefetching and caching, which is used to prepare the expected contents to be ready for any possible request by the users. The improvement in the system is approached by eliminating excess data transfer, and by caching needed parts of the contents. Thus reducing the load on the network and saving the resources.

The aim of this study is to investigate user behavior and define user groups as Loyals or Zappers on a scale of a grading system. This is performed by analyzing collected data of user requests and content details to find a way to adjust prefetching and caching system settings based on several factors; user behavior, session length, content length, and content popularity. An individual calculation for each of these factors is done to get the specified results which are shown in graphs to have an overview of the analyzed data, and to extract useful information to reach the goal of this work. All of the studied subjects are contributed to produce an enhanced model of the prefetching and caching system.

After demonstrating the results, some variable values can be evaluated from the calculations. These values vary depending on the processed data. That would affect the accuracy of the outcomes.
Popular Science Summary

Internet TV has been more available and widely popular recently. A fast Internet broadband connection, which can deliver high-quality videos, is one of the reasons for the flourishing of the Internet Protocol TV and Video-on-Demand service. Another reason is the possibility to watch TV contents from around the world over the Internet, at any place in the world and at any time. Catch-up TV is a service which permits the viewers to access TV programs and video contents beyond the scheduled original broadcasting time.

Prefetching and caching techniques have been used to reduce the start-up delay and the latency in viewing online video streams. Prefetching is predicting the possible videos that the user may be interested to watch next, and preload a part of them in the cache, before they have been requested by the user. The cache is a fast memory located at the server, and also can be located at the end-user’s terminal. A part of the frequently requested video, or the predicted video, can be stored in the cache. The benefit from video caching is to decrease the delay of retrieving the videos from the main storage of the server, or from its original source, and to make the videos ready to be viewed by the user in a fast way.

The first issue that faces the Catch-up TV service is the unused data transfer. Preloading a lot of videos that may not be watched by the user, is a waste of the system resources. As a result, the bandwidth will be exhausted, and the cache will be filled with unnecessary data. The second issue is the increasing usage of the Internet TV service that can cause server overload with many requests from the users, and leads to network congestion, data loss, and degradation of video streaming quality.

Analyzing the usage of the service has an emerging importance to enhance the service by allocating system and network resources based on the behavior of the users and the requirements of the service provider. The users do not have the same interest in the available video contents of the service, many users start watching a video, then leave it right in the beginning, and change to another video, other users continue watching the requested video to the end. The impatient users, who constantly change their watching preference at the beginning of the video stream, have a great impact on the network, that is a lot of data will be transmitted over the network with no use. The unused data forms an excessive load on the server and the network. The varied user activity should be taken into the account when deciding system settings, and when distributing system and network resources.

The aim of this project is to analyze user behavior in catch-up TV network in order to identify user viewing habits to provide the required resources to each user. We strive to
find an adaptive caching and prefetching algorithm that can be implemented to decrease the amount of cached data in the server and the user cache, and also to decrease the transmitted data over the network. Studying user behavior and trying to use new methods of prefetching and caching techniques, achieves twofold benefits, both for the service provider by saving system and network resources, and also for the users by improving video streaming quality and decreasing time delay.

There are many factors that can be used to achieve the goal of this research. Those factors are related to both user behavior and content properties. The factors related to the user concern the preference of the user based on the viewing history of the user, and also about how long the user watches the contents in average. On the other hand, the factors related to the contents concern its popularity, length, and type.

We have studied each factor separately to one value denotes the result from each studied section that summarizes the user activity or the content properties. The resulted value from each section can be combined together to get an ultimate result to decide how much of the data is needed to be cached for each predicted content, and how much data is needed to be transferred to each user. All those factors can be used cooperatively to determine the right amount of the data to be cached in the server cache and in the user cache. The cache of the server is more related to the common contents, which are viewed by many users. Furthermore, the cache of the user is related to the activity of each specified user.

Since different users have different preferences, which can change all the time, even for the same user, the data analysis should be done in real time in the server to achieve an actual outcome that can be used to modify the setting of the system to get a better result.
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Glossary

**ARC**  Adaptive Replacement Cache, a caching algorithm which considers both frequency and time of use when updating cache objects. [10] 25

**Buffering**  Collecting data in a temporary memory and preparing it for transfer over the network with adaptive speed. [1] 3 9 25 29 30

**Cache**  Fast memory or disk buffer intended to store data for future use. [1] 3 4 10 11 14 17 20 22 23 25 30 32 37 40 42 45 48

**Caching**  Passively saving the requested content in a cache to be used for reducing the latency when the content is requested again. [1] 3 9 11 13 14 16 17 25 29 35 36 42 45 47

**Catch-up TV**  Viewing already started programs or previously aired episodes of a TV show at any time. [3] 8 17

**CDF**  Cumulative Distribution Function, a continuous distribution forms the probability up to a specific value. [29] 33 37 40 43 44

**CPV**  Content Popularity Value is a single value represents the popularity of the content. [16] 20 26 27 32 33

**CSV**  Content Session Value, represents the amount of seen part of the content. [16] 22 23 26 27 35

**HTTP**  Hypertext Transfer Protocol is an application protocol used to provide information on the Internet. [6]

**IPTV**  Internet Protocol TeleVision is delivering TV broadcast over the Internet using dedicated servers and user appliances. [5] 6 10 14 21 23 24 27 29

**LFU**  Least Frequently Used, a caching algorithm which discards the content with the least usage time. [10]

**Loyal**  A user who keeps watching TV programs to the last minute, or most of its length. [1] 2 11 15 16 21 23 24 27 36 41 43 46

xv
LRU  Least Recently Used, a caching algorithm which discards the content with the oldest used contents. [10]

Matlab  Matlab is a numerical computing software and programming language. [13]

NaN  Not-a-Number, an empty value corresponding to something with no value or null in programming languages. [14]

NPC  Next Possible Content, is the expected contents to be viewed by the user later. [15]

Numpy  Numeric Python is an additional package for the Python programming language that deals with mathematical functions. [13]

OTT  Over the Top, is a technique of delivering multimedia over the Internet without using special or proprietary devices. [5, 6]

P2P  Peer-to-Peer is a data sharing method that involves two or more users that cooperatively shares portions of data directly from one user to another one without the need for a central server. [9]

P2PTV  Peer-to-Peer TeleVision, Watching TV stream using P2P network and sharing the stream with other users at the same time. [9]

Pandas  An open source library which works within Python programming language, and provides fast and efficient data analysis tools. [13, 14]

PF  Prefetching Factor, a value that decides which contents should be cached in a specific user cache based on the viewing history of that user. [26, 27]

Prefetching  Actively predicting and pre-loading the next expected content based on the previously seen contents to reduce the buffering delay from the first use. [1, 3, 6, 11, 13, 17, 24, 29, 42, 45, 47]

Python  Python is an object oriented and structured programming language. [13, 14, 17, 29, 39]

QoE  Quality of Experience, scale of network performance and reliability of network characteristics measured by the provider. [1, 3, 6, 11, 14, 15, 23, 29, 45, 47]

QoS  Quality of Service, scale of expected network quality and service performance from the user point of view. [1, 3, 5, 6, 14, 15, 23, 29, 45]

RTP  Real-time Transport Protocol, a protocol used in streaming video and audio data over the Internet. [6]

SCS  Server Cache Setting, decides how server cache is managed and regulated based on contents popularity and average session length. [26, 27]

Spyder  An open source software for scientific programming in the Python language. [13]

SQL  Structured Query Language, a programming language used to manage and control data in the database. [14]
SVOD  Subscription Video-on-Demand is a TV/film paid service where the user has to subscribe to this streaming service to be able to get access to a large amount of video content. [7][8]

TCP  Transmission Control Protocol is a transport protocol using to transmit the data. [6]

UBV  User Behavior Value denotes a single value indicates user watching time. [15][23–27][41][43][45][46]

UCS  User Cache Setting, a value that decides how the user cache is managed and regulated based on user session length and user viewing history. [26][27]

UDP  User Datagram Protocol is a transport protocol used to transmit the data over the Internet. [6]

VOD  Video-on-Demand is a service used to stream multimedia contents over the Internet at any time when requested by the user. [5][7][8][10][11][27][37]

VoIP  Voice over Internet Protocol is a service used to communicate with voice over the Internet as an alternative to the regular telephone network. [6]

Zapper  An impatient user who switches between programs and channels often, and does not have a fixed preference. [1][2][5][10][11][14][16][21][23][24][27][35][42][43][46]
Chapter 1

Introduction

The current Internet infrastructure might not be capable of taking massive requests for Internet-based TV and video broadcasting, especially when talking about video loading latency and network congestion. Therefore, new studies are needed to enhance QoS of the network and QoE for users. Prefetching and caching are some of the methods that could be used to reduce the start-up delay which is the time measured from the request for a content until it is ready to play at the end terminal. Prefetching is actively predicting and pre-loading the next expected content based on the previously seen contents. Caching is passively saving the requested content in a cache to be used for reducing the latency when the content is requested again. On the other hand, prefetching would effectively reduce the buffering delay already from the first request.

1.1 Objectives

The objectives of this project can be summarized as follows,

- The first goal is to define user groups according to prefetching and caching strategies of adaptation to each user profile. Two user groups can be defined, the first one is Loyal users, and the second one is impatient users (Zappers). However, there are some users who may sometimes change their behavior from one group to another.

- The second goal is to study each group behavior, finding a good method to simulate and model these groups and represent their usage activity anonymously with statistical graphs that help to understand user behavior.

- The third goal is to represent the effect of Zappers on prefetching and caching and to try to find a good solution to this problem by reducing their impact and speeding up the prefetching process efficiently.
1.2 Problem Formulation

In this study, some research questions need to be answered. The first issue is to define user groups according to their behavior, and identify users of the Internet based TV service as Zappers or Loyal. The second issue is to identify the impact of Zappers on network traffic, and find a good solution for this issue. The main problems that should be handled are network congestion and time delay, which lead to a low quality video streaming. One thing that needs to be considered is to design a prefetching system, and implement the best caching algorithm that can be used to reduce data traffic and latency. There are several reasons why it is good for science to do this project.

- The first reason is improving network performance and avoiding network congestion by eliminating unnecessary data transfer, which would help keep the network stable.
- The second reason is reducing start-up delay of the requested content by implementing a good prefetching strategy and decreasing latency by caching the correct content.
- The third reason is to obtain a clear image of user behavior for future improvement to have a better method that handles random user browsing activity or so-called Zapping.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The outline of the thesis work is presented in this section. The thesis report consists of seven chapters. A brief description about each chapter is written below.

- Chapter 1 Introduction presents project objectives, problem formulation, thesis outline, limitation in the data set, and system structure.
- Chapter 2 Background reviews background of the thesis, related work, and definition of concepts.
- Chapter 3 Methodology describes the used methods, software and interface. It also includes a description about the prefetching system.
- Chapter 4 Data Analysis contains the analysis of the data set and the equations used in the calculations.
- Chapter 5 Result and Discussion discusses the terms and shows the outcome figures and their connection to problem formulation.
- Chapter 6 Conclusion concludes the report with a short summary.
- Chapter 7 Future Work contains some suggestions for future work.
1.4 Limitation

There is a limitation in the data set that prevents us from knowing the zapping time, which is the period of time between the start time of the user request and the start time of the video playback. Another unmeasured parameter is the buffering time, which is the time between receiving the first packet of a video stream and starting viewing the video by the user. The given data set has only a timestamp of the user request but there is no timestamp of the first received packet of video stream nor the video viewing start. Therefore, network delay cannot be calculated from the given data set and also the buffering time is not available. This limitation makes it harder to directly know if the suggested strategies of caching and prefetching will actually make a large enhancement in the performance of Catch-up TV network and service, or only a slight boost in reducing delay time.

1.5 Caching System Structure

The main purpose of using the cache is to reduce the latency, and to maintain streaming performance as well as to increase QoS of the network. Another benefit of the caching system is to reduce data traffic, since it can provide previously requested data directly to the users without the need for a new download from the server over the network.

Figure 1.1 shows a simple scheme of the caching system structure. This structure shows the path of the data traffic and displays basic network connections. It also shows that data caches can be placed on the server side and the user side. It is supposed that the original data contents are imported from the data storage or from a remote server.

![Figure 1.1: Caching system structure](image-url)
The server cache can be used to store some important data contents ready to be served to the user over the Internet or a local network. This will reduce the time delay encountered when requesting the content from its original storage place. Furthermore, a proxy server or several local servers can be added to the system to have extra support to the system with more cache memory. This will help to move the needed data near towards the users in order to reduce the time delay in reaching the requested data.

User caches are used to store the expected contents which are going to be watched by each user in its own local cache. This will introduce a reduced latency of video streaming. At the same time it can increase the data traffic on the network if it is not performed in a correct way. The best solution is to cache just the needed parts of the contents at the right time when there is low load on the network.
Chapter 2

Background

Multimedia streaming has become an important and widespread feature in the Internet. With the increasing demand for this service, more challenges appear in delivering high quality video and audio content to the users over the current network infrastructure. Improvement in network construction and protocols is required to increase QoS and QoE.

Zapping is one of these problems that can cause network congestion and limit the available bandwidth. Zappers are a kind of users who change the channel often within a short period of time as they tend not to complete the whole requested video stream. Zapping time is another parameter that can be defined as the waiting time delay until the requested video stream is ready to start playing. It will be unpleasant to the user if the zapping time is too long [1].

2.1 Definition of IPTV, OTT, and VOD

Internet Protocol Television (IPTV), Over-the-top (OTT), and Video-on-Demand (VOD) are services used to stream multimedia contents over the Internet. In order to understand and discuss any research problems in the field of Internet TV we have to define each service and mention the differences between these services.

IPTV is delivering TV broadcast over the Internet using dedicated servers and user appliances, but OTT is delivering multimedia over the Internet without using special or proprietary devices. VOD users can select a video from a list of available videos, and watch it at any time. All of these services are transmitting video and audio data carried by network packets using the Internet Protocol.

IPTV, OTT, and VOD are introducing modern and popular methods to view TV channels and multimedia over the Internet instead of traditional analog or digital terrestrial, cable or satellite TV broadcasting. However, these new methods are also delivered via the same medium in a more efficient way, using data packets routed through broadband connection networks over the World Wide Web in an interactive way. The user can choose and request a desired content to be viewed at any time in any place where there is available Internet connection [2].
2.2 Difference between IPTV and OTT

Both IPTV and OTT share the same fundamental principle of delivering multimedia streams via the Internet, but there are many characteristics that differentiate each service from the other one. The most important feature is that IPTV has a higher QoS and QoE because it is usually a more expensive service with higher priority service delivery unlike OTT which is commonly a low cost service with best effort service delivery.

IPTV needs a dedicated server subscription and proprietary user receiver to get the service. However, OTT does not need any special or proprietary devices. IPTV is delivering TV broadcast over the Internet using managed networks. Meanwhile, OTT is delivering multimedia over the web using an unregulated network. There are also other detailed differences between OTT and IPTV. One of these differences is the common protocol used in each service which is HTTP over TCP for OTT and RTP over UDP for IPTV [3].

2.3 IPTV vs Traditional TV

Traditional television is a single direction transmission and broadcasting system that sends all channels at the same time to the users to choose from the available programs. IPTV is a double directional transmission multicasting system that streams only the requested program for each user. IPTV can provide a higher quality multimedia over the regular analog and digital TV because of better techniques used and higher standards including good compression of videos that reduces file size and preserves image quality [2], [4].

A combination of IPTV, VoIP, and Internet access is a convenient and compact way to provide these three services using the same end user modem [2]. On the other hand, conventional TV needs to have a dedicated cable line or medium. The minimum requirement of IPTV is that the bandwidth has to be larger than the sampling rate of the encoded video stream to get a smooth watching experience otherwise many packets can be delayed or lost which causes lateness and stops in displaying the video stream with larger impact on highly compressed video streams [5], [6].

2.4 Video on Demand

Usage of Internet data traffic is increasing rapidly, especially video streaming due to more access to smartphones and new devices connected to the World Wide Web together with the availability of faster mobile network connection as in 4G. 60 percent of total mobile data traffic in 2016 is mobile video traffic, and it is predicted to be 78 percent of the total mobile data traffic by 2021 [7]. About 40% growth in media streaming traffic each year is observed [8]. YouTube is one of the largest video streaming websites in the world where on average about 1 billion videos are watched daily [9]. Video on Demand is a popular and modern service that allows the user to play a video at any time. YouTube is the best example of a website which provides this kind of service. YouTube has a feature that its private users can upload and broadcast video contents for free, which makes this service popular.

Network congestion can become a significant issue that must be resolved when the network needs to transmit 1 billion videos per day. That is a gigantic number which come
from the enormous amount of devices connected to the network and has access to this service.

According to a Nordic study by Harrie [10], the usage of VOD viewing in the Nordic countries has increased. YouTube and Netflix are at the top of VOD services on these countries, and more than 50 percent of the people in Sweden watch YouTube weekly. In terms of daily watching, it is found that a third of the population of Sweden are watching YouTube daily.

2.5 Subscription Video on Demand

Subscription Video on Demand (SVOD) is a TV/film paid service where the user has to subscribe to this streaming service to be able to get access to a large amount of video content. It is mentioned in [10] that in 2015, young people living in the Nordic countries are seen to spend the majority of their time on smartphones and computers. It is also shown how the SVOD had rapidly increased, and the total consumer revenues have quickly risen from 40.7 million EUR in 2011 to 844 million EUR in 2014, which is about twenty times increment in four years.

In terms of how fast the usage of SVOD services has grown worldwide, a study [11] shows how the increasing of this type of service occurs. It is shown in Figure 2.1 that the home subscribers increased from 20 million to 117 million in year 2015, and the value is expected to be 249 million in year 2020.

The rapid growth in SVOD service usage leads to a gigantic increase in data traffic, which can cause network congestion. There are many reasons that make users subscribe to

![Figure 2.1: Previous, Current, and Expected Global growing of SVOD 2010-2020](image-url)
Background

Figure 2.2: Top 5 Reasons that US and UK SVOD Subscribers signed up for, March 2014

SVOD service. Figure 2.2 shows the percentage of the reason to make people choose this type of service. This study is based on US and UK SVOD subscribers. The preferences of the users seem to be similar in both countries and most of the users have signed up for SVOD services to access back catalog movies or TV programs, i.e. to access Catch-Up TV service [12].

The relationship between the rapidly growing SVOD service and the data traffic is directly proportional. The huge increment in the data traffic can lead to network congestion due to large amounts of data transfer that the current network construction might not tolerate.

2.6 Catch up TV or Time shifted TV

An important and popular key feature of Video on Demand service is Catch-up TV which is the ability to view previous episodes of a TV show or already started programs at any time. A recorded TV show can be seen if it was broadcasted less than a day or several days. The length of the video that is possible to be retrieved depends on the determined available storage assigned for recording the video stream in the server.

According to a study by Grece et al. [13], Catch-up TV service is the most widespread service among the available categories of VOD services in the EU. In Figure 2.3, Catch-up TV service comprises 33% of total available VOD services in the EU thus put this service in the first place.

Many TV programs become easily accessible online through a Catch-up TV service at any time. According to a report [14], about 64% of Free to Air TV program broadcast aired at evening time in March 2010 are already available online. The number of available TV programs keeps increasing each year as it was 59% in September 2009 and 53% in March 2009. Note that each content is available under one week, then it was replaced with a new content. It is also mentioned in a later report [15] that about 60% of the Internet users used Catch-up TV in 2011 compared to 54% in 2010.
2.7 Streaming and Peer to Peer sharing

Peer to Peer (P2P) is a data sharing method that involves two or more users that cooperatively shares portions of data directly from one user to another one without the need for a central server. P2P TV is a type of data sharing that is sharing the video stream watched by a user with other users by simultaneously download and upload the video stream.

With video streaming, user can watch the video directly without the need to wait until the entire video file is downloaded. The video can be watched directly while the bit stream of the content is being downloaded. P2P video streaming adds the opportunity to upload the already downloaded and watched part of the video by users and share it with other users to watch it. More connected peers (users) improve the availability of the video file and enhance download/upload speed for peers that is collecting file data from many sources at the same time. The sources are other users instead of a main server. P2P techniques will effectively decrease the traffic load on the main server which will minimize network congestion, increase the reliability of the network, and reduce the cost of the system [16].

2.8 Prefetching and Caching

It is mentioned before that zapping time is an issue that should be taken in consideration when talking about video streaming. Many potential solutions can be implemented to reduce long zapping time. Prefetching and caching are some of the methods that can be used to reduce the start-up delay, and the buffering time, which is the time measured from the request for a content until it is ready to be played at the end terminal. Prefetching is actively predicting and pre-loading the next expected content based on the previously seen contents. On the other hand, prefetching would effectively reduce the buffering delay from the first request.

In an article by Du et al. [17], the researchers studied and analyzed prefetching...
schemes, infrastructure of a prefetching system and video prefetching selection methods. In the context of prefetching amount, this is when it is too much amount associated with network congestion through increased data traffic. Prefetching has been used in YouTube service to predict the next video that the user may attempt to watch.

In order to understand the prefetching system we have to know a lot of details about its infrastructure. The system comprises of two engines: the prediction engine and prefetching engine. The prediction engine has the task to predict what users are going to watch next time before they click the content. The prefetching engine has the task to determine what content to prefetch [17], [18].

Caching is passively saving the requested content in a cache to be used for reducing the latency when the content is requested again. Caching is working together with prefetching to reduce latency and data traffic. In order to reduce data traffic, caching is a solution that can be implemented at the end client or at the proxy server [19].

Many algorithms are used in caching system to remove unnecessary content stored in cache to free up memory and disk space. Least Recently Used (LRU) is one algorithm which is used to remove content that has been in the cache for a long time, while the timer for each content is reset when it is used [20]. Another algorithm which has been used in caching is Least Frequently Used (LFU), which removes the content that has the lowest number of requests for download. Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC) is a recent algorithm that combines the two previous algorithms and consider both frequency and time of use when removing content from the cache [ARC] has a better performance than the other two algorithms [19].

The relationship between the cache size and the average zapping time, using any caching strategy, is inversely proportional. It seems that the zapping time is decreasing when the cache size increases because more data can be stored in high speed cache close to the users [21], therefore increasing cache size is a simple method to reduce zapping time. However, cache memory is an expensive resource and it is not affordable to make it too large, but still video streaming service needs a cache size larger than the traditional text based web service [22].

2.9 Behavior of Users

It is important to study user behavior in order to see the effect of user access pattern and user zapping rate on the network. Usually, users do not change their viewing habits, therefore this habit can be exploited to find a good prefetching and caching strategy in order to optimize network infrastructure and management processes to enhance Internet based TV services.

User behavior had been studied in several papers in different ways. For example, in [1], [23] and [24], user behavior had been studied by analyzing IPTV access traffic to check the influence of user access rate on the network. The first and second study were based on a Swedish VOD service, whereas the third study was based on a Chinese VOD service at a different time. However, all papers have similar conclusions.

The papers studied user activity in different aspects. In the first paper by G. Yu et al. [1], they measured zapping rate per minute normalized by the number of active hosts at different times of the day. In the second paper by A. Ali Eldin et al. [23], they analyzed the distribution of request arrival rate and observed Zapper user behavior. In the third paper
by H. Yu et al. [24], user arrival rate is measured, and user access pattern is plotted across the time of the day. Although, these papers used different methods to study user activity, the users show similar behavior with respect to the time of the day, i.e. similar shape of hourly access pattern in the day for user arrival rate and zapping rate. The average number of active hosts and zapping behavior, increase at the evening time and decrease at the day time. The top value of the highest number of active users and also the highest number of Zappers occurred commonly at approximately 20:00 o’clock [1].

2.9.1 Zappers

One kind of user behavior which is a widely known watching habit is to skim through many channels searching for an interesting program to watch. These users are called Zappers who have less patience than normal or Loyal users who keep watching TV programs to the last minute, and occasionally change the channel. Zappers can be a problem for VOD servers because of the increase of load on servers due to the Zappers’ requests. Many video streams should be cached to decrease the latency in order to enable a smooth watching experience and a fast respond to users’ request for any possible expected video to be watched by the users. The uncompleted video download is a waste of bandwidth and network resources since a large portion or maybe a full stream of video is sent to the user but discarded and not actually used by that user [25].

The benefit from studying the effect of Zappers on the network is that it concludes the need for a better caching strategy which has to be done to reduce the negative influence of Zappers on network resources. In both of the two studies [23] and [24], about half of the users have terminated their current streaming sessions before 12 minutes. Depending on the duration of streaming session, users are sorted as Loyal or Zappers, considering users having a shorter session time as Zappers. In Figure 2.4 session termination time is shown according to this study [23] about the VOD workload analysis of the Swedish TV4 channel. These kind of statistical studies are important to do in order to mitigate the negative effect of Zappers on server resources by trying to enhance the prefetching and caching processes in VOD networks.

2.9.2 Loyals

The other kind of user behavior is Loyal users who usually do not change the channel often and tend to completely watch their favorite programs. This kind of users is better from the server point of view because they add less load on the server compared to Zappers’ user behavior. Zappers need larger cache sizes and more bandwidth since they change the channel often. Loyals in the other hand, need a low cache size and a small bandwidth because the download time of the video stream is short and can be spread over time without compromising video quality and QoE for users. In the case of Zapper users, the network is usually over-loaded with requests, and the bandwidth is fully loaded all the time. Number of requests for a content is lower in the case of Loyal users, unlike Zapper users who have a high number of requests for contents which have to be cached in every request made by the user.
Figure 2.4: Distribution of session length
In this chapter, we will demonstrate the methods we used to analyze the data set. The main tool used to inspect the data is Python. The reason of preferring Python over Matlab is explained by presenting the differences between these two computer programs. We will also draw and describe the construction design of the prefetching system, and present our idea about the feasible caching strategies. Each part of the system structure will be described in detail.

3.1 Python vs. Matlab

The analysis tool used in this project is Python v3.5.1 through Spyder 2.3.8 on Microsoft Windows and Mac OS. We found that this version is the best one for running our data analysis codes in Python within a reasonable time. The processing time for 1 month of data was about 10 minutes or less.

After trying other newer versions of Python, we found that it may not be fully compatible with our code because of some changes in the updated program that cause delays and crashes which prevent us from getting any results. Therefore, we used the mentioned version of Python which was the most suitable one for us.

We had two options about which computer program to use in data analysis, Python or Matlab. We preferred Python over Matlab in programming all codes used in processing the data in this project because it is easier to handle the data in Python than in Matlab and there are also many advantages in Python over Matlab like the portability of the codes, which can be run on any operating system [26].

Python is an open source computer program which uses a dynamic object-oriented programming language and has many algorithms and packages which are free to use. Matlab is a commercial program which is not free and has proprietary algorithms that cannot show the actual source code. Python is more powerful in processing a large amount of data with simple and compact codes, and it can show the result in a really short time. Many libraries, packages, modules, and toolkits are available for free to use in Python. Some of these libraries used in this project are Numpy, Matplotlib, and Pandas.

NumPy (Numeric Python) is a Python module used for common mathematical computation of numerical data in arrays and matrices. Python program core in combination with its libraries like Numpy and other modules, can act just like Matlab program functionality [27].
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Matplotlib is a library package in Python used as a script to generate 2D plots, diagrams, charts, and histograms. Many statistical graphs in this project produced using matplotlib in Python [28].

Pandas is a fast and flexible toolkit in Python that uses low computer memory in analyzing large data. Pandas is very suitable for dealing with information imported from SQL database and saved as a text file, which can be loaded as a data table and categorized into columns and rows in an array of DataFrame [29].

Pandas can easily handle and remove missing data (NaN) which is the case we have faced in our data that some fields for a few users were blank. Less than 1% of users’ data were missing so we have safely ignored these specific uncompleted data for these users because it will not significantly affect the result of the data analysis.

3.2 Prefetching System

The main idea of this thesis is to define a prefetching system that can handle the increasing demand on the Internet based TV service. The access log on the server for the service users, is stored in a database. The registered information about user requests and content details can be analyzed to determine user behavior, content length and popularity. The cache setting and the network configuration are set based on the obtained values from analyzing the gathered information about the user activity and the content properties.

The prefetching system has a prediction engine that predicts the probable contents that may be viewed by each user later, and also concludes the best setting that can be used to enhance QoS and QoE. Many goals can be achieved by choosing the best-predicted settings for cache and network configuration. The main goal is trying to solve the major issues that faces the reliability of the network and the service, which are network congestion and time delay. The prediction system can also reduce the latency problem caused by Zappers by providing them a more variety of content with less caching. The ultimate goal of the system is to deliver high quality videos smoothly to all users.

This section gives an overview of this thesis work. An outline of the studied parts in the following chapters is shown in a single Figure 3.1 using a flowchart. The prefetching engine is represented in this Figure, which shapes the main frame of the prefetching system that actively decides which content and how much of it should be stored in the cache. This will help in eliminating unnecessary data storage and transfer. Another important part of the prefetching system is the prediction engine which tells the system what a user may plan to watch next based on previously watched contents [17], [30].

Figure 3.1 illustrates a scheme of the prefetching system using simple blocks in a flowchart to show its mechanism. This figure also shows that the prefetching system takes the needed information from the previously registered data in the database about the usage of the IPTV service. The result of the prefetching engine decision is applied to the cache of the server or user depending on the predicted settings based on analyzing the collected information from the database.

There are many branches in the flowchart of the prefetching system. Each branch represents one studied section using one type of data analysis. All branches start from the database by collecting log data for one user or all users depending on which data analysis is conducted. The result from all the branches is cooperatively affecting the settings of the cache for the server or the user. The first and the second branches on the left side of
Figure 3.1: Prefetching system chart

Figure 3.1: Prefetching system chart

the chart are more directly related to the current user (User A) and its result will affect the cache of that user. The other two branches on the right side of the chart take the data requests of all users into consideration and analyze them to give values that can be used to setup settings and configuration of the server cache and its parameter.

In the following chapters, we are going describe each branch in a separate section. In this section, a short summary of each branch is introduced.

The first branch in the prefetching system is the predicting engine that analyzes the information about the previously viewed contents for each user, and predicts the Next Possible Content (NPC) that may be viewed by the user, which can be a list of other similar videos or one video that is the most possible content to be viewed by the user i.e. the next episode of a series that the user has just watched. It can also give a single value of how much percent of the content has to be cached based on the probability of viewing that content. It will also add more reliability to the prediction system, make its results more relevant to each user, and set the cache with the correct setting.

The second branch is about the estimation of user behavior from the average session length for each user. The result is given as a value for each user that determines if that user is a Loyal or Zapper based on the User Behavior Value (UBV). Since this value indicates the user activity, it can be used to set the user cache and to choose a suitable system settings and correspondent network configurations in order to improve QoE for users and QoS for the server. For example, by setting a small size of each cached content, but at the same time, many contents are cached to reduce the delay time of fast browsing among
many contents to enhance the experience of Zapper users. For Loyal users, the opposite procedure can be used to improve their experience by increasing the size of the cached content and caching only the most expected contents to be seen by Loyal users.

The third branch is about calculating the average session length per content and getting Content Session Value (CSV), which is a value that counts the average seen part length of each content by any user. This value helps the prefetching system to check the percentage of any content that has been watched and then decides how much of that content should be cached into the server cache. The size of cached content will be higher if the average session length of that content is high.

The fourth branch is about checking the popularity of contents and sorting all available contents according to the rank of each content. The popularity of contents is found by counting the number of requests for each content that is registered in the database during the studied time period. The result of content popularity gives a Content Popularity Value (CPV) for each content. The probability of caching a content and the percentage size of that cached content increase with the increase of CPV. Thus, the top ranked video content has a high chance to be already loaded in the server cache with large portions of that video.
Chapter 4

Data Analysis

In this chapter, we will introduce the analysis process of the data set, and show a sample of the obtained data. A description of the data set is expressed, and statistics of the data set are shown. The data analysis is done in many aspects. The effecting factors are explored, and each factor is inspected in a separate section. These factors are the content length, content popularity, session length, and user behavior. We made equations to evaluate some values, which can be used to identify the user behavior and content properties. The prefetching and caching system are explored, and the appropriate cache setting is explained. We also remarked the relationship between all these criteria.

4.1 Dataset

In this project, a data set from a Portuguese Catch-up TV service provider is analyzed to study user behavior in order to enhance the performance of On Demand TV service and network. Depending on user behavior a proper caching and prefetching scheme can be designed to improve the performance of the system.

The data set contains logs of information about On-Demand service usage between the third of June 2014 until the end of June 2014. About 16 million user requests are registered during this period of time, and about 400,000 programs are viewed by over 500,000 subscribed users within the Portuguese On-Demand TV service provider.

The needed information from the database is exported and analyzed with Python scripts to get statistical graphs. The result of the analyzed data is retrieved from the plotted graphs that show user activity, session length, and content popularity during the time period of the collected data.

Table 4.1 shows a sample of the data set used in this project. The data set contents consisted of nine columns and many rows, where each row represents one request for a program or a video content. The first information in the data set is account id which represents user id anonymously in a set of unique letters and numbers for each user. Another provided information in the data set is playtime which represents the request time of the content or episode, content’s start time, content’s end time, content ID, and other information about the content.

Table 4.2 shows statistics of the data set which consists of a log of user requests for one month. Total sessions correspond to the total number of valid requests after removing invalid requests which have empty fields in the data set. Non-unique contents count all
### Table 4.1: Sample of the data set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Play Time/Start</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>EpgPID</th>
<th>EpgID</th>
<th>Sc Nr.</th>
<th>Ep Nr.</th>
<th>CallLetter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-04 16:12:44.697000000</td>
<td>2014-06-02 20:19:00</td>
<td>2014-06-02 20:45:00</td>
<td>6373530</td>
<td>29203</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FLIFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-04 16:44:30.407000000</td>
<td>2014-06-03 20:19:00</td>
<td>2014-06-03 20:45:00</td>
<td>6373735</td>
<td>29203</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FLIFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-06 00:16:09.980000000</td>
<td>2014-06-04 20:45:00</td>
<td>2014-06-04 21:55:00</td>
<td>6378680</td>
<td>29238</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TVI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-06 01:29:33.683000000</td>
<td>2014-06-02 22:56:00</td>
<td>2014-06-02 23:46:00</td>
<td>6376489</td>
<td>24830</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-06 03:38:38.250000000</td>
<td>2014-06-04 20:45:00</td>
<td>2014-06-04 21:55:00</td>
<td>6376489</td>
<td>28287</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>RTPI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-06 03:38:38.250000000</td>
<td>2014-06-04 20:45:00</td>
<td>2014-06-04 21:55:00</td>
<td>6376489</td>
<td>26944</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>TVI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-06 03:38:38.250000000</td>
<td>2014-06-04 20:45:00</td>
<td>2014-06-04 21:55:00</td>
<td>6376489</td>
<td>26944</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>TVI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-06 08:00:14.847000000</td>
<td>2014-06-06 20:45:00</td>
<td>2014-06-06 21:16:00</td>
<td>6381980</td>
<td>24830</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-06 08:00:14.847000000</td>
<td>2014-06-06 20:45:00</td>
<td>2014-06-06 21:00:00</td>
<td>6381980</td>
<td>24830</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000054E0106078EDDC88F1109FF</td>
<td>2014-06-06 08:00:14.847000000</td>
<td>2014-06-06 20:45:00</td>
<td>2014-06-06 21:16:00</td>
<td>6381980</td>
<td>24830</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the available contents and its copies with the same EpgPID. Unique contents count only contents with unique EpgPID excluding all copies.

Total users count all users with unique account ID including active and non-active users. Non-active users count only single request users that have only one request in the entire data set.

### 4.2 Content Length

The available video content length varies depending on the type or the genre of the program, and can be from a few minutes to several hours. In our data, the minimum video length is 3 minutes, and the maximum video length is over 120 minutes. Over 35000 videos have been requested by the subscribers from the server of the service during the captured user request log period.

In our calculations, we have found that for some programs, there are slightly different content lengths with the same program ID (EpgPID). We also noticed that when the program is broadcasted in the morning it is a little bit shorter than if it has been broadcasted in the evening. This content length non consistency is possibly occurring due to the inclusion of different advertisements length during the program broadcasting. Hence, some programs are shorter in the morning than in the evening for the same EpgPID because the ads are shorter in the morning due to lower number of viewers in the morning than in the evening.

If we encounter differences in the content length calculations, we consider only the length of the program that appears first in the list of the given data. This slight difference in the length of some contents will not affect the result of data analysis too much because it is a short amount of time difference compared to the whole length of the program. If we consider the same program with different length as a different program, this will increase the number of available programs which can noticeably affect our data analysis result.

### 4.3 Content Popularity

In this section, content popularity, or content rank is investigated. Content popularity is defined by the total number of requests for a content, which is widely varied among the available On-Demand videos. Content popularity depends on the type, or the genre of the program, and if it is a new or an old program. The popularity of some programs drops
dramatically when it gets too old, but some programs become more popular with time, and some programs maintain its popularity.

There is a vast difference between the popularity of some contents compared to other contents. Only a small number of videos have a huge popularity with thousand of requests every day, but the rest of the videos have an extremely low popularity. A large number of videos have got only one request in the whole time period of the data set.

It is important to study content popularity, because it helps network developers to distribute network resources in a better way, and also helps the network designer in deciding the proper setting of system parameters, such as cache size and bandwidth. This is done by analyzing the collected information about user requests on video contents. The result gives an image about which contents have high rank, and which contents have low rank.

Network resources are considered as a limitation factor to have a reasonable quality of service and quality of experience. Therefore, it should be distributed carefully among users to serve them with the requested content. High ranked videos should get high network resources, but low ranked videos would get low network resources, but enough to be fairly viewable by the users. However, abandoned videos with no request in a long period of time should not occupy network resources, that might take a large memory space in the server. Although, they could be kept in the server storage for a while, then they can be removed later.

Content Popularity Value (CPV) is a value that we developed as one of the grading scales to the contents. It decides how much cache size should be assigned to each content based on its popularity. This value is directly related to content rank and can be calculated by counting the number of requests for the content. Then the result can be scaled to a value between 0% and 100%, where 0% is denoted to abandoned videos, which will be removed from the server cache, while 100% is denoted to high ranked videos, which will get high priority and large space in the server cache.

The initial value of CPV for new contents can be set as 50%. This is the case when a video with an unknown popularity gets a new entry in the available On-Demand video list. Then after a period of time, that value can be changed according to the number of hits on that new video. However, this is not a perfect assumption if the new video is expected to be very popular based on its initial recensions, or if it was a sequel to another popular video. Therefore, the provider can decide to change the initial values for some videos according to his own algorithm which is based on different expected popularities to the new videos.

### 4.4 Session Length

Session Length is the actual viewing time of the currently requested video by a user. Session length for each specific video request can be equal or less than the time length of that specifically required video.

A significant limitation that we found in the data set is that there is no registered information available on session end-time. We do not have any trace if a user has ended the session and there is no timeout for user connections and we do not know whether the user has completely seen the requested program or just a part of it. This makes it difficult to take a decision about at which time the user finished watching the video or the program. Therefore, we have to assume the end time for each viewing session in order to do our
data analysis about user behavior.

It is important to note that the session end-time for a user is limited by the start-time of the next session for that user. This belief is based on a presumption in IPTV systems that each unique user account is not allowed to open more than one session at the same time. The user may stop the current session and open another one by requesting another video. This new request will terminate the current video stream and start a new one.

### 4.5 Session Length Calculation Assumptions

In order to begin the analysis of the data and to draw graphs showing user behavior, each session length in the request list has to be determined. Since there is no information available about the end-time of a session, each session end-time should be estimated reasonably based on the time of the next request for a user. However, we should always take care that the session length cannot be larger than the video content length in our assumptions, hence session length for a content request is limited by the length of that content.

By checking playtime for the requests of a user, we could notice that there are a variety of differences between these playtimes. At first, we could simply assume that each session length is equal to the difference between two consecutive request playtimes of a user. However, the playtime of the next request may exceed the actual video content length, which is the maximum limit for the session length of that specific request for the designated video content, i.e. the session length is equal or less than the content length.

Session length has to be determined when the difference between two consecutive playtimes requested by a user is larger than the content length of the requested video by that user. In this case, for example, we can try one of three options to determine the session length for the current requested content. The first option is to consider that the user has watched the whole designated video content, i.e. 100% of the video content is viewed. The second option is to assume that the user has watched half of designated video content, i.e. only 50% of the video content is viewed. The third option is to assume that the user has not watched that designated video content, i.e. 0% of the video content is viewed.

In the result chapter, we will take the first option only in our calculations because it will take too much time to discuss all the three options. However, we also tried to check the result of the other two options. We noticed that the result is shifted towards the assumed ratio, which we have taken in our calculations of session length. The assumed ratio can be 100%, 50%, 0%, or any other possible value. In our calculations, we took only the first option with a ratio of 100% because we think it is more likely that the user would continue viewing the content and finish it to the end, if that user did not cancel the session, already in the beginning. However, the first option of assuming that the users tend to see the whole length of the requested videos, leads to shift the result of user behavior more towards the Loyal side instead of the Zapper side. This will be discussed more in [User Behavior Section 4.6](#).

On the other hand, session length is assumed to be equal to the difference between two consecutive playtimes of a user, if the difference is equal or less than the requested video content length. i.e. percentage session length can be anything between 0% and 100% of the content length.
Figure 4.1: Sketch of session length calculation

An example of session length calculation is explained in a sketch in Figure 4.1. The timeline of the data log is plotted as a long dashed line. The blue dot on the left of this line is the start point of the data log period, and the end point is on the right. In this example, four requests by one user are shown, where P1 denotes the playtime of the first request and P2 denotes the playtime of the second request, etc. The length of the requested content is represented by the distance between two vertical bars on the same line in the sketch. The left bar is located at the playtime of the request, and the right bar is the end-time of the content. The arrow lines represent the session length, where the end-time of the session is located at the right side of the arrow.

For the first session when P2 comes after the end-time of the first content, it is assumed that the user has watched the whole video. For the second session when P3 comes within the duration of the second content, it is assumed that the user has terminated the second session at the same point of the next request playtime P3. It is visible in the graph that we have removed the last session of this user, and also all users, since the next request playtime is located out of the data log timeline.

The following Equations 4.1 and 4.2 express the previously mentioned method in calculating session length. In order to calculate the average session length per content, the sum of all sessions for each content is taken, the result is then divided by number of sessions for that content in the data set. The average session length in minutes is found using Equation 4.3 and in percent using Equation 4.4. Note that the average session length in percent, which is named as Content Session Value (CSV) is one of the factors that we used to determine cache settings. This value represents the average session length for each content, and can be used to decide how much of each content should be cached.

\[
S_i[\text{min}] = \begin{cases} 
C_i & \text{if } P_{i+1} - P_i > 1 \\
C_i \frac{P_{i+1} + 1 - P_i}{C_i} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (4.1)
\]

\[
S_i[\%] = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \frac{P_{i+1} - P_i}{C_i} > 1 \\
\frac{P_{i+1} + 1 - P_i}{C_i} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (4.2)
\]

\[
S_{avg}[\text{min}] = \frac{\sum_i S_i[\text{min}]}{m - 1} \quad (4.3)
\]
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\[ S_{\text{avg}}[\%] = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} S_i[\%]}{m-1} = \text{CSV} \quad (4.4) \]

\( S_i \) is the session length for request \( i \)
\( C_i \) is the content length for request \( i \)
\( P_i \) is the playtime of request \( i \)
\( i \) is the index of a request for a content where \( 1 < i < m \)
\( m \) is the number of requests for a content
\( \text{CSV} \) is the average content session value

4.6 User Behavior

Studying user behavior is important to understand On-Demand video service usage and get the needed information to improve system configurations by selecting the proper size of cache in order to enhance QoS and QoE. User behavior is how each user acts when using the IPTV service. User requests to the IPTV service should be analyzed in order to identify user behavior and to characterize user types.

There are two main user groups that can be defined according to their average watched session length, which is measured by using their request activity and based on session length calculation assumptions. These two groups are [Loyal] users and [Zapper] users. Loyal users tend to completely watch TV programs to the end or most of its parts, and they seldom change the channel. Zapper users are more impatient in watching long videos, and they change the channel more often and try to browse among different videos.

Many methods can be used to model user behavior. We tried to find a simple way to identify user behavior in our data set. Our method, which we used to calculate user behavior is to take the average of the length or the percentage of the watched contents for each user and use this result in calculating the User Behavior Value (UBV), and then we compare the results to decide if the user is a Loyal or a Zapper. The result of the user activity estimation is plotted in two graphs, one for the calculation in minutes and the other one for the percentage calculation. These graphs will be provided in Results Chapter 5.

The following Equations (4.5) and (4.6) are used to calculate the User Behavior Value (UBV) by analyzing the information in the data set including user requests and content start/end time to find the average session length in percent. The equations are applied to the list of requests for each user by taking the average of percentage sessions viewed by each user over the number of sessions for that user. The result of the Equation 4.6 is the percentage average session length per user, or the so-called User Behavior Value (UBV), which is needed to decide if the user is a Zapper or a Loyal.

\[ S_j[\%] = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \frac{P_{i+1}-P_i}{C_j} > 1 \\ \frac{P_{i+1}-P_i}{C_j} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (4.5) \]

\[ S_{\text{avg}} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} S_j}{n-1} = \text{UBV} \quad (4.6) \]

\( S_j \) is the session length for request \( j \)
\( C_j \) is the content length for request \( j \)
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$P_j$ is the playtime of request $j$

$j$ is the index of a request for a content where $1 < j < n$

$n$ is the number of requests for a user

$UBV$ is the average user behavior value

The purpose of calculating the user behavior value is to find an average value that can represent the watching behavior of each user. This value is calculated by normalizing the average length of sessions for each user. The resulted user behavior value can be equal to any rate between 0% and 100%, where 0% is Zapper user behavior, and 100% is Loyal user behavior. We also added a negative percentage value in the graph to represent inactive users. That negative value counts all users who appear in the data set with only one request during the whole data log time period. If a unique user account is listed only once in the data set, we should make a decision if that inactive user will be listed with other active users or not. We decided to add these inactive users in a separate bar in user behavior graph 5.13 which will be presented later in Results Chapter, to compare the total number of inactive users with the other active users.

We decided to not combine the users who have made only one request with the other users, because we think that it is not reasonable to give much attention to these users that used the service only once in a whole month of IPTV service usage. Another reason is that it adds more complexity to the result and adds more assumptions, which are if those inactive users have fully, partially or never seen the videos that they had requested. Therefore, we assumed that these users did not watch the requested content. However, it is better to enclose these single request into one tab in the user activity percentage graph to try not to affect other information on other users with many requests. This negative value shows how many single requests were encountered in the given data set.

On the other hand, for active users with many requests listed in the data set, an issue similar to inactive users is always emerged in calculation of user activity. This issue is about the last request of each user in the logged data set time period when there is no next request is registered in the data set, because it is out of the data set time period range. We also made the same assumption that all users have never seen the video content related to their last registered request because the request that comes after is out of the data set time period range. Therefore the last request for each user is only used to calculate the session length for the last requested content.

In those two cases of inactive users and last user request, we assumed that the users did not watch the last requested video. However, we can also assume the opposite and consider that the users have fully seen the last requested video content and add these sessions in the calculation of user behavior value. In this case, the result will be shifted more to the Loyal user side. Therefore, the result will not be logic and will be more biased by adding the last request of each user as a 100% session length to the sum of previously viewed sessions for each user.

4.7 Prefetching

The prefetching system is described in Section 2.8 where it was divided according to the task of the predicting and the prefetching engine. In this project, we have focused and investigated the prefetching engine using a multiple branches algorithm as shown previously in Figure 3.1.
The predicting mechanism is not used to suggest contents to users, but it predicts the next possible content which the user may prefer to watch. The prefetching mechanism is a tool to decide the amount of the predicted content that should be buffered to the cache, then over the network to the user. Understanding user preferences, sessions, and contents, are important paradigms for this research work to enhance the prefetching algorithms in order to specify the right content to prepare and to determine the right amount of data ready for buffering process. Data analyzing is the provided tool to study and describe all of these concepts which can be shown in graphs to have a better view of the result.

In this section, we describe an example of what we have obtained from the data analysis and its benefits, and also how to connect the researched factors to increase the performance of the prefetching system. The data analysis process in this project has an aim to find a utility to increase the ability to prefetch the correct amount of data. It leads to a decrease of unnecessary data traffic. An example for the prefetching process, when the system wants to preload a content with a specific content popularity to two users, and they have different user behavior value, the amount of data should be different depending on these values.

Prefetching methods and its related background have already been discussed in Section 2.8. The relationship between the problem formulation and the prefetching perspective will be investigated later. Since we have to reduce data traffic and maintain quality of service level at the same time, we can preload parts of the predicted contents for the users. We have inspected the content length and popularity to understand the relationship between these criteria and the amount of prefetched data in the server. The location of the server has not been investigated. Instead, we aim to cache the content closer to users, or at the user’s end terminal.

The benefits of the Prefetching engine are predicting contents which are going to be watched by users, prepare these contents to the caching system and trying to decrease the traffic on the network. A simple act that will reduce data traffic during rush-hour of the network is to preload the needed data to users during off-peak time when the network is not heavily used.

4.8 Caching

It is slightly mentioned in Section Prefetching and Caching 2.8 in Page 9 about different caching algorithms and what they depend on. These are the used algorithms in the current caching system. A crucial approach to have a better caching system is to improve the currently used algorithms. The effect of the improvement is to reduce delay time and data traffic in the system. The main goal of the data analysis is to find a simple way to enhance these algorithms. One of the important factors that affects caching algorithms is user behavior. The reason to study user behavior is to enhance those caching algorithms in order to reduce unnecessary data traffic and try to provide the ideal amount of data to users over the network. Session length calculating concept, per user and per content, has a wide effect on the analysis outcomes which determine the amount of data that will be implemented in cache. ARC algorithm has been studied as a caching algorithm which considers both frequency and time of use. User Behavior Value (UBV) has been used as a key value when we want to implement and improve ARC algorithm. The result of the caching algorithms is used to find the best way to manage the cache setting based on the
analyzed factors of user behavior, session length, content length, and content popularity.

## 4.9 Cache Setting

From each studied section we obtained three estimated values that can be used together to adjust the portion of cache size for each user and content. These three values are $UBV$, $CSV$, and $CPV$. These calculated values can be combined together and used to set the cache partition size, disk space, bandwidth or any resource assigned or used, for each user or content.

The prefetching factor $PF$ is also another value that helps to enhance the adjustment of system settings according to user behavior which is the prediction of user behavior based on which type of content that each user are going to select.

All these values can be used collaboratively to obtain one final value that is used as a limit for each user or content to make a fair distribution of server resources. The weight of each value for a user/content is not always the same for all of those values. The weight of each value depends on the priority of each section. $UBV$ concerns users only and not the content. Oppositely, $CSV$ and $CPV$ are only used for the content not the users. The final estimated value after calculating all those values in each section, can be linked to both the user itself and the requested content by that user.

$$SCS = a \cdot CSV + b \cdot CPV$$

$$UCS = c \cdot UBV + PF$$

$SCS$ server cache setting value.

$UCS$ user cache setting value.

$CSV$ content session value for the given content.

$CPV$ content popularity value for the given content.

$UBV$ user behavior value for the user.

$PF$ prefetching factor depends on user viewing history.

$a$, $b$, and $c$ are fixed weighting constants that decide the weight of each specified term.

These two Equations 4.7 and 4.8 are not meant to be taken as a rule that gives determined values, but these two equations give an overview of which elements should be taken in consideration when determining system requirements and in deciding the best distribution strategy of usage of the server and the user cache.

The weight of each element or term is remarked in these two equations to have the opportunity to pay more attention to one term at the expense of the other terms, if we need to use unbalance terms, when some terms are considered more important for the system than the other terms. These weights can be manually adjusted by the service provider to have better control on giving the priority to some terms in the system settings adjustment.

These two equations can also be expanded by adding more terms when a new sort of analysis is conducted and more data types are collected, when it is necessary to give more accurate results.

$SCS$ decides how server cache is managed and regulated, based on the service requirement, contents popularity, and average session length.
UCS decides how the user cache is managed and regulated based on user behavior, i.e., user session length, prefetching factor, and user viewing history.

UBV determines user behavior and shows if the user is a Zapper or a Loyal. This value is found based on how much percent the user had seen the requested content. This value does not change much with respect to time for a user, but it can change slightly if the user changed his viewing behavior.

CSV shows the percentage of each content that is seen by users, and CPV shows the popularity or number of requests for each content. CSV is similar to UBV but the only difference is that CSV is related to the content, whereas UBV is related to the user. However, both CSV and UBV average values do not change that much in relation to time. On the other hand, CPV depends much on the time and it always increases with time, because the number of requests for a content will always increase with time. However, the rate of increment is not constant for CPV; i.e., it is more likely to have slow or medium increase in popularity of a content, in the beginning of its release date, then it gets a vast increase after some days. Later, after a period of time it begins to decrease in popularity at the end, when the content becomes too old.

Since the range of the data set period time is only one month, which is not enough to know the lifespan of the contents, the rate of change in CPV is only valid for the studied time period of the data set. Moreover, CPV is only valid at the time of measurement. Continuous logging of the user request is needed to get any new changes in the popularity of the contents and also other factors.

On the other hand, the rate of change in CPV can be used for a longer period of time like in prediction of content popularity based on the rate of user request on a video content. This can also used in adjusting cache size part assigned to that specific content.

Prefetching Factor (PF) is a parameter that elects the possible expected contents which would be the next in the watch list by each user. These contents or some parts of it should be placed in each user cache individually. These contents are predicted based on the viewing history of that user, i.e., the type or the genre of previously viewed contents by that user. The possible value of PF could be either 0 or 1 for each available content on the VOD service, i.e., 0 is assigned to the contents that should not be cached for that user, and 1 is assigned for contents that should be cached in the user cache.

The prefetching system studies the history of each user and the recently viewed contents by each user, and then decides the most probable contents that are expected to be watched by each user. These contents are placed in the users’ expected watching list. This technique would effectively increase the reliability of the system and reduce network overload by placing only the needed data for each user in the cache. The expected contents which will be watched by a user could be, for example, the next episode in a series that the user had previously watched, or a similar program type the user is used to watch.

The benefit gained from the calculations of the Server Cache Setting value (SCS) and the User Cache Setting value (UCS), is to get an idea about the IPTV system needs, according to the contents’ statistical properties and the user activity behavior. The result of these calculations gives the prefetching system a clue on how to designate network resources and assign some size of the cache in the server and user side to each expected contents to be viewed by each user. The prefetching system then will buffer some parts of these expected contents into the cache at the server or the user appliance.

The choice of the best place to save the cached contents is made by checking where
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The buffered data will be used, i.e. if it will be used by only a few of the users or by a vast number of users. If the cached contents are only used by some of the users, the prefetching system will choose to buffer these contents on each of these users' cache instead of saving it on server cache. However, if the content is popular and will be seen by a large number of users, the prefetching system will buffer that content to the server cache in order to supply all of these users at the same time.

The idea of storing rarely viewed contents on user cache instead of server cache is to save space on server cache for more popular content that will be viewed by many number of users which might be an efficient way to choose the best location to save the buffered data.
Chapter 5

Result and Discussion

In this chapter, we are presenting and discussing the results of the statistical data analysis by graphs, histograms, and CDF plots. The information used in plotting these graphs in this chapter is extracted from the data set using Python. Session length and user behavior value are calculated using the equations mentioned before in Section 4.4 in Analysis Chapter.

The plotted figures in this chapter show a lot of useful information, and present many types of data analysis, which is needed for further system enhancement and service development. Lots of information can be retrieved directly from these figures which include plots, histograms, and CDF graphs of data analysis.

The resulted graphs for session length, user behavior, content popularity, and content length have been provided in each section in this chapter. In every section there is a description of each graph and also details about the relation between the result and the research questions, i.e. connection to problem formulation. Benefits or useful information that can be retrieved from these graphs are also discussed, as well as drawbacks or the information that could not be retrieved from the graphs.

Network congestion is the first problem, which affects the stability of the IPTV service, that occurs when unnecessary data are transmitted over the network. This problem can cause an overload on the server with the excessive transmitted data and can also cause network instability and degeneration. The second problem is streaming latency and startup delay, caused by long buffering time.

Part of the solution to those problems, is understanding user behavior and session length to provide better prefetching and caching strategies. We tried to analyze these elements by studying user requests, and checking the average session length to get some values that help to decide what is the best strategy that can be implemented to enhance system performance, avoid the network congestion, and shrink the buffering time.

All of these values are determined based on the gathered data of previous user requests in the server log. The values give us the opportunity to cache the correct amount and type of content, so that it leads to decrease the transmitted data traffic, and increase the Quality of Service (QoS) as well as the Quality of Experience (QoE).

5.1 Content Length

This section studies the length of contents and describes the relationship between content length and cache arrangement. When we investigated network congestion and buffering.
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delay as problems, we want to solve these problems by decreasing the transmission of unnecessary data. The length of contents is one of the factors that affects the decision of setting adjustment by deciding how much of the video length that should be cached.

Different contents have different lengths which varies between a few minutes to several hours. The size of the content part that should be stored in the cache depends on the content length. The longer the content the longer the part that might be saved into the cache and vice versa. The size of the content part can also be a fixed value, but it is better to make it more related to the content length. The relation between the cached part size and the content length can be measured in minutes or in percent, i.e. the part size is a portion of the original video in percent or could be some fixed values in minutes that depends on video length.

The benefit from using a variable size for the cached part of the contents is to reduce the amount of buffered data when there is a high probability that it will not be used. At the same time, the size of the cached part should be large enough to maintain smooth video streaming without time delay for buffering during the watching experience of the user.

We faced a problem in calculating the length of the contents. The problem is having duplicate contents in the data set. Many contents found in the data log that we analyzed, have one or more copies. These copies have the same EpgPID but different length, e.g., one copy is longer than the original content with a couple of minutes. The difference in length in the copy of the original content may be explained as an additional advertisement time. Other copies may include different advertisements with various lengths.

In our study, we considered the first content in the data log and discarded other copies. It is logical to take only one copy of contents with identical EpgID because we need to calculate the length of these contents only, but not multiple variations of them. This would also make the calculation of content length easier. From the data we have, there are about 46,000 contents in total. After eliminating the duplicates, there still be about 35,000 unique contents which are used to draw the two graphs in this section.

Figure 5.1 is a histogram which shows the distribution of content length, in logarithmic scale on the Y axis. The choice of logarithm scale is preferred because there are large differences between the number of contents for different tabs at assorted minutes steps in the X axis. The figure displays a broad range of content lengths which varies between 3 minutes to about 600 minutes. It is seen from the highest tab in the figure that the largest number of contents which forms about 20,000 contents have lengths with less than one hour.

In Figure 5.2, we found clearly that most users have watched contents with a length of less than one hour. The cumulative distribution function graph shows that about 85% of users have watched contents with a length of less than 100 minutes. Over 60% of the total available contents are less than one hour in length. This means that short contents are more regular than long contents. Therefore, only short parts of the contents could be cached, which are sufficient for the video streaming needs to work properly. The reduced transmitted part size helps to minimize network load, and also data loss if that part is wasted when not used if the user changes the channel or cancels the video stream.

Studying content length only to determine the requirement of the system is not enough, but in addition to content popularity which is a another important criteria that needs to be taken into account, as well as session length and user behavior that will be discussed later.
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Figure 5.1: Content Length logarithmic histogram

Figure 5.2: CDF of Content Length
5.2 Content Popularity

In Figure 5.3, video popularity versus number of requests is plotted to show how many user requests are registered for each video in our data log. The result is sorted in a descending order to represent the rank of each video in the list of the requested videos. It is important to know how many videos are the most popular and which types of videos the user are interested in to take more attention on high ranking videos by giving them high priority and large space in the cache.

It is shown in Figure 5.3, there is a wide difference between the highest ranked video and the lowest ranked video hence the graph is a logarithmic scale to show this large difference. Not too many videos have a very high number of views compared to the majority of videos that have only a few numbers of views. Most of the videos are requested for less than a thousand times.

The benefit of Figure 5.3 is to show the number of most popular videos which in turn helps to identify those videos where large parts need to be cached to make them ready for the high demand. These popular contents are going to be cached for many users, therefore it is good to store them in the server cache to make them available for many users. The figure shows also that about 100 videos have a very high popularity with more than 20000 requests, but the popularity decreases dramatically for the rest of the videos. These high popular videos with high CPV should get high priority so that large parts of them are stored in the server cache and they should remain a long time in the cache.

The drawback of Figure 5.3 is that it only shows the video rank in the whole period of the data set, but does not show any possible daily changes in content popularity, which
may decrease or increase every day during the lifetime of the content. If we investigate the popularity of any content in the data set, we can observe that the rank of that content is not the same during the whole studied period of time. The rank of the content increases with more user requests in some days and decreases with less user requests in other days.

This drawback makes it harder to make a definite decision about content popularity that can be applied for the whole period if that content has wide changes in its popularity. However, we assume that content popularity tends to change slowly with time, and this would result in a relatively constant content popularity value $\text{CPV}$, which would make it easier to take a definite decision about determining the needed cache size for the contents, which have relatively static ranks.

Figure 5.4 is a CDF plot, which shows how popularity is distributed on the contents. It is more visible in this figure that there are only 20% of the contents that have the highest popularity, and the rest of the contents have a much lower popularity.

### 5.3 Session Length of Contents

In this section, we introduce session length graphs which are plotted based on our assumptions for calculating session length by estimating the end-time for a user request from the preceding request of that user as we discussed in the previous chapter in Section 4.5.

We make the assumption that the session length is equal to the content length, when the request time is larger than the content length. However, the session length is not counted for users having only one request, and also the last request for every user is not
counted due to the lack of information about the end-time of the last session for every user. The effect of these ignored requests is small compared to the other result which is coming from the rest of the requests in the data set.

The following results and graphs are plotted and depicted according to the equation of session length in minutes and the equation of average session length in minutes, see Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.3. These two equations are described in Section 4.5.

The benefit of these graphs of session length is to get a view over how the average session length of content is distributed among the contents in order to help us to decide how many contents should be cached, how long of these video contents should be cached and how much the minimum size of cache memory is needed for these videos.

The graph in Figure 5.5 shows the average session length per content which is found after analyzing the data set and calculating the session length for every content using a simple subtraction of start-time from end-time for each content in the data set as shown in Equation 4.1. Subsequently, the average session length per content in minutes is calculated by taking the sum of the length of all sessions for each content from the whole list of requests in the data set, then dividing the result with the number of sessions for that content as shown in Equation 4.3.

The two graphs in Figure 5.5 and 5.6 are plotted for the same calculated average session length. In these two plots, the x-axis starts at 0 and ends at 450 minutes, which is the maximum measured average session length for the given data. The only difference is that the first graph has a low resolution histogram plot with a few bars, but the second graph has a high resolution histogram plot which contains 100 bars, i.e. a resolution of 4.5 minutes per bar. We used two graphs to show the same result in low and high resolution.
Figure 5.6: Average session length per content in minutes (high resolution)

histogram plot to see how and where the data is concentrated using wide and narrow prospects.

The same idea is also used for plotting the graph in Figure 5.7 using 10 bars, and for the graph in Figure 5.8 using 100 bars. These two graphs are plotted using the same data in the previous two graphs in Figure 5.5 and 5.6, but the only difference is that we have set a maximum limit in the x-axis in the graphs in Figure 5.7 and 5.8 to take only the first 100 minutes, i.e. x-axis range starts from 0 and limited to 100 minutes.

From the graphs in Figure 5.5 and 5.6, it is seen that most of the sessions are shorter than 100 minutes and that the sessions longer than 120 minutes are hardly visible in these two graphs. Therefore, the other two graphs in Figure 5.7 and 5.8 are plotted to display the result between 0 and 100 minutes, i.e. to show only the significant part of the first two graphs in Figure 5.5 and 5.6. On the other hand, we have to focus on short sessions, because this is the region where we can find the effect of Zappers, who watch a lot of short sessions and add much load on the server.

It is important to reduce the negative effect of Zappers by using a good caching strategy. One example of this is that would be better to cache many short sessions instead of a few long sessions in order to cover as many contents as possible ready in the cache. Only a small part of the content is supposed to be cached which will be much shorter than 100 minutes due to limited memory space and bandwidth size.

We can notice from the graphs in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 that there is a huge difference in average session length between contents. However, we know also that the content length is not the same in every program or video, and that the content length has an important effect on the length of sessions. The session length is influenced by many factors such
as content length, content popularity, and user behavior. For example, if many users are Loyal, the session length would increase, or vice versa.

Moreover, if a content is very popular its session length would also increase. However, the session length is limited by the content length so that if there are too many short videos provided, this would decrease the average session length in minutes. Nevertheless, when counting average session length in percent, the result will not show the average length of sessions for a content directly, but it will show the relation between the session length and the content length in percent.

The first thing we need to know from the graphs in Figure 5.7 and 5.8 is the peak value of the number of contents. This is a useful value that helps to adjust and choose an optimum cache size. In general, the length of the cached content part can be set based on where the majority of average sessions are located, and also the location of the highest number of contents. Thus, an optimum cached part length approaches the average session length of the highest number of contents. It can be seen in Figure 5.8 that the highest number of contents is 1200 sessions which is located at 18 minutes for the average session length per content. It is also noticed from Figure 5.7 that most of the sessions exist between 15 and 20 minutes for the average session length per content.

The maximum limit for the length of cache size per content can be set based on the length of the top number of contents and the distribution of the sessions from the graphs in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. It will be efficient to set the maximum limit of each video content to about 20 minutes and keep it in the server cache. It is not reasonable to have more than that amount of each content in the server cache. It will require a huge memory size for the cache in order to take long video contents from thousands of available video programs.

![Figure 5.7: Average session length per content for (0-100) min. (low resolution)](image-url)
It is noticeable that the graphs in Figure 5.7 and 5.8 have a different y-axis range because these graphs are histograms which collect and present similar and adjacent values in one bar. The number of values presented per bar depends on the total number of values and also the total number of bars used in the histogram. Therefore, the higher number of bars used in the graph and the lower number of values counted per each bar, the lower y-axis values are shown in the graph, or vice versa. Hence, the Figure 5.7 has lower y-axis values than the Figure 5.8, because it has more bars with a low number of contents per bar, i.e. number of contents that is counted and included in each bar is low, this appears in low bars in graph 5.8. A total of 100 bars are used in graph 5.8, where each bar represents one minute of average session length per content. However, only 10 bars are used in graph 5.7 where each bar represents ten minutes of average session length per content.

We also plotted CDF graphs 5.9 and 5.10 to help us understand histograms from another point of view and to show the distribution of sessions using cumulative distribution function plots. It is easier to read the distribution of session length and to know the length of the majority of sessions. The first CDF graph is based on all requests in the data set. It can be seen that almost 90% of the average session lengths are under 60 minutes. It is more clear to check this ratio in the second CDF graph 5.10 which displays the distribution of average session lengths that are up to 100 minutes. By checking the ratio at 20 minutes, about 40% of average sessions are less or equal to 20 minutes. This value is significantly large compared to the longer average sessions per content.
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**Figure 5.9:** CDF of Average session length per content for (0-450) min.

**Figure 5.10:** CDF of Average session length per content for (0-100) min.
One drawback in plotting the average session lengths is that all these graphs are representing the average value of sessions per content and not the actual length of sessions. The actual sessions might look different if plotted directly in the graphs without taking the average. The sessions related to all users and contents will be scattered over the x-axis and interfere with each other, as well as the top number of similar or adjacent sessions may be located differently compared to the calculated average. However, it is hard to plot the actual sessions directly in a graph because there are over 16 millions sessions, which means that it needs a lot of computer memory and processing power to plot them using a personal computer. Thus, the Python program kernel stopped working when we tried to process and draw that huge amount of data. However, calculating and plotting the average value is more efficient and enough to represent the needed results from the data set.

All the previous results and graphs were measured in minutes, but the following two graphs will display the result of calculating average session length per content in percentage value instead of minutes. The graphs are drawn according to the results obtained by calculating and analyzing the data using Equation 4.2 to get session length in percent and using Equation 4.4 to get the average session length in percent.

Figure 5.11 shows the average session length per content in percent. It is visible that there is a big difference in the shape of the graph in Figure 5.5 which uses [minutes] as a unit of measurement and the graph in Figure 5.11 that uses [percent] as a unit of measurement. The main difference is that when calculating real time in minutes, the result will also be in real time unit and gives directly related results that reflect the real values of session length. But when using percent, the result of each session length calculation will be divided by that session length which gives comparative results.

The majority of video contents in Figure 5.11 have an average session length between
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40% and 90%. The peak value for the number of contents is over 9,500 videos, which have an average session length of 75%. By dividing the peak value for the number of contents with the total number of contents which is approximately 35,000 videos, the peak value accounts for about 27% of the total available contents.

The advantage of plotting the average session length in percent is that it gives an overview of how much of the content have been viewed for each content on average. This would result in deciding how much of each content should be cached individually based on the calculated percentage average session length for that content.

The disadvantage of calculating the average session length in percent per content is that it ignores user behavior, but focuses on the content only regardless of which user has requested that content. This gives more benefit for adjusting the server cache than the user cache because in general, since the server cache is for all users but the user cache is only for that specific user. However, this calculation can be used to help in determining cache size for each content in server cache and also in user cache.

A CDF plot of average session length per content in percent is added to check the distribution of sessions per content in percent and to calculate how many contents have been seen up to a specific viewing ratio of average session length over content length.

In Figure 5.12, the CDF of the average session length per content in percent is shown. We can notice from the CDF plot that about 60% of the total available video contents are viewed with an average session length of up to 75% of its content length. Only 20% of total video contents are viewed with a rate of up to 50%, i.e. the average session length is equal or less than half of the video content length.

**Figure 5.12:** CDF of Average session length per content in percent
5.4 Loyal vs Zapper behavior

In this section, the result of user behavior is demonstrated. The average session length per user in percent is plotted in Figure 5.13, which shows the user behavior for all users. An important result from the study of user behavior is to calculate the User Behavior Value (UBV), which determines the loyalty of a user. This calculation takes into account the session length calculation assumption we adopted earlier in the same way used in the calculation of contents session length in Section 5.3. The only difference here is that the average of sessions length is calculated by taking the sum of all sessions viewed by a user and dividing the sum with the number of sessions viewed by that user, i.e. the average is per user not per content. This calculation is shown in Equations 4.5 and 4.6 which are described in Section 4.6.

The negative value in Figure 5.13 illustrates the number of non-active users who are excluded from our calculations. There are about 40,000 users exempted from the user behavior calculations because they have only one request during the logging time, in other words, missing the end-time of their session. Non-active users comprise about 8% of the total number of users. However, it would add a significant increment on 100% Loyal users if we consider these non-active users as 100% Loyal users by assuming that they have watched the only one content they requested in the studied month of the data set.

The values of the average session length per user symbolized as UBV is between 0 and 100%, or in another description 0 and 1. When UBV for a user approaches 1, this means that this user approaches 100% loyalty behavior. This can be explained by the fact that this user nearly always watches the full-length of any requested content. However, if
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UBV for a user approaches 0, this means that this user approaches 100% Zapper behavior. This can be explained by the fact that this user tends to not complete watching any content and keeps browsing between various contents.

The advantage of the Figure 5.13 is that it provides an overview of the behavior of users and shows the loyalty percentage level of each user that is evaluated based on its calculated User Behavior Value (UBV). This value can help the prefetching engine to decide a better caching strategy into the server and user cache according to user loyalty. Loyal users can get larger parts of the videos ready in the cache. Zapper users can get smaller parts of the videos in order to reduce the load on the server and the network, and to minimize the wasted bandwidth on unused large transmitted video parts.

The drawback of Figure 5.13 is that the shape of the plot varies depending on the assumed ratio, which is discussed in Session Length Calculation Assumptions Section 4.5 in Page 21. This ratio is treated throughout our calculations as 100%, whenever a user makes a request after the end of the content length. The resulted shape of the plot might not represent the actual values of the sessions since these values are calculated based on our assumption which has a big influence on average session length values, that it might not mirror the real case of the actual session length. The loyalty behavior is affected by some assumptions we have made that might not give the exact real values, but it is within a range of possible values. This range relies directly on the assumed ratio which equals to 100%. This ratio is used in all calculations for any session when the next content request comes after the end of the current requested content of that session. If we choose another value for the assumed ratio, the result of the user behavior will change and bias towards that new value.

![Figure 5.14: Average session length per user in minutes](image-url)
Figure 5.14 represents the average session length per user in minutes. The graph in Figure 5.14 shows absolute values in minutes, whereas the graph in Figure 5.13 shows relative values in percent. Moreover, the average session length per user in minutes does not represent the loyalty of the users, since the user loyalty depends on how long the user have seen from the contents, and these contents have different lengths. We think that the relative values in Figure 5.13 can show the loyalty of the user better than the absolute values. However, we can still find the Zappers, as we did using Figure 5.13 if we plot a graph that shows the average session length per user in minutes from 0 to 30 minutes, for example, if we consider that the maximum value for average session length for Zappers is 30 minutes.

The peak value, which can be seen in the first bar to the left in Figure 5.14, means that about 350,000 users have seen less than 60 minutes for the average session length. For the next bar, there are about 180,000 users have seen between 60 and 120 minutes. For the rest of bars, number of users decreases dramatically after 120 minutes to less than 20,000.

Figure 5.15 shows the CDF plot of user behavior in percent. The x-axis represents the average session length per user in percent, and the y-axis represents the complementary distribution function (CDF). We can read from Figure 5.15 that almost 40% of users have a user behavior value less than 70%, in other words, about 60% of the total users have UBV over 70%. Users with high UBV i.e. over 50%, are regarded as Loyal, which comprise nearly 90% of the total users. On the other hand, users with low UBV i.e. under 50%, are regarded as Zapper, which account for approximately 10% of the total users.
Figure 5.16: CDF of User Behavior in minutes

Figure 5.16 demonstrates the CDF plot of user behavior in minutes. The x-axis denotes the average session length per user in minutes, and the y-axis denotes the complementary distribution function (CDF). We can notice from Figure 5.16 that it has a very sharp slope between 0 and 100 minutes with a CDF between 0 and about 95%, which means that most of the sessions are in that region. We can see that 90% of the average session length per user is shorter than 100 minutes. This means that very few users have a very long session length. Therefore, we have to pay more attention to short sessions by providing the required resources to take into account 100 minutes as the longest session length for the majority of the users.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

The result of this thesis work can be concluded in brief points which include the summary of the main research subjects. Those subjects identify the basis on which the work is done and cover user behavior, content popularity, content length, and session length. The relationship between all of these subjects and the prefetching and caching system, have also been investigated to get a clear image about its influence in the system and to extract variables which can be used to formulate equations to calculate the best caching strategy and manage the prefetching system. Those results from the data analysis can be implemented to develop the current methods used in prefetching and caching systems in order to improve system and network performance.

The limitation in the possibility of calculating correct session length is solved by taking assumptions. Average session length can describe either user behavior, or content usage, if it is calculated per user or per content respectively. Two values extracted from the calculations of average session length, are User Behavior Value (UBV), and Content Session Value (CSV), which are related to the users and the contents respectively. The higher these values are, the larger part of the content should be devoted to the respective users or contents. Since UBV is linked to each user, i.e. each user has its own value, the outcome of the cache and prefetching modification is concerned to each user separately and also affects each user cache separately. On the other hand, CSV is linked to each content which can be viewed by any user. Therefore, the outcome of the calculation related to the contents will affect many users, thus it should be implemented in the server cache.

The objective of the session length calculations was to explore how much the users used to see on average, and how long part of the content is expected to be seen by users. It also helps to decide the proper length of each content part, which should be cached in the user cache or the server cache. Thus, preserving a high QoS and QoE, as well as a low network load.

The study of content length presented the contribution of all data and provided a good picture about the lengths of contents. The reason to study content length is to make a decision about how much is enough to take from the contents in the cache based on the distribution of the length of all available contents. The size of the cached part should be flexible instead of a fixed value. This value changes relatively with the available content length. The calculation of the size of the cached part can be done either in percent, or in minutes. Finally, one of the two options is chosen after comparing the outcomes for each one, then the preferred option is selected, or both options are implemented cooperatively.
Conclusion

The goal of studying content popularity is to find a solution for reducing unnecessary data traffic by identifying popular videos and preparing the system to give popular videos higher priority. This is done by reserving more resources to those videos, i.e., by designating more cache size to them, and storing them in the cache for a longer time than the other videos.

User Behavior is a crucial factor when calculating the correct amount of data that should be cached. Section 5.4 Loyal vs Zapper behavior discussed the UBV and the effect of this value to decide a better caching strategy into the user cache according to user loyalty. The cached data size depends on the user behavior value, thus it increases if the user is Loyal and decreases if the user is Zapper. This leads to a reduction of the transmission of unnecessary data. Consequently, network congestion can be avoided.

As a summary, we can conclude the following possible caching strategies for both the server side and the user side. The scheme of these strategies can be found in the flow chart we have drawn previously, see Figure 5.1. It is important to note that none of the terms alone can give full benefit to the system, and they have to work together to reach the best cache setting. An adaptive cache settings based on the activity of the users and the properties of the contents should be implemented to increase the possibility to set the correct settings for the prefetching system.

- Server cache: The server makes a decision about which video is going to be prefetched and how much is the length of content part that will be cached. For example, the server can cache 10 minutes or less from all of popular videos, which in our case, were less than 1000 videos, see Figure 5.4. That arbitrary number of cached minutes in the example actually depends on the result of the data analysis.

- User cache: When a user is identified as a Loyal by having a habit of seeing long portion of the videos i.e., the user has a high user behavior value, the system starts to cache longer parts of the prefetched contents. However, this gives an impact of caching more number of contents due to the increasing large sum of the cached data size and the limited free space of the cache. In the other case when Zappers tend to view only short parts of many contents, the system will act by caching small parts of those contents in order to save space on the user cache memory and to keep providing those users with the requested content in a speedy way.
Chapter 7

Future Work

There are a few things that could be added to this project to improve it, but were not added due to the lack of space and time. The implemented data set in this thesis is a log of user requests over one month. That period of time is taken as one piece during the analysis of the data set. Details that need further study are analyzing daily user activity which includes user habits during the day and the evening time, as well as hourly user requests. Diagrams related to these analyses also need to be plotted.

A plot for the most popular content or the first rank video could be used as an example to show the change in popularity with time along the whole period of the data set log time. This could be a helpful way to make an overview about dynamic content popularity and to know if it is growing or shrinking with time. That will add more precise values to our calculation of content popularity and give more flexibility to the system.

In the calculation of average session length we made some assumptions about the possible session length end-time, but we did not use all of them and we only implemented full-time session in the graphs and calculations when the information about session end is missing. Other assumptions may also be implemented and used in the calculation of session length, and in the plots. For example, drawing other diagrams to show average session length with a new assumed ratio for session length, such as half of the session length or 0% of it, that could be used to study new possible user behavior and session length values.

Information about the network speed at the end terminal, is an unaddressed factor that could be utilized in taking the decision of the prefetching and caching processes. This factor could be exploited by the server to have an adaptive cache setting based on the connected network speed to the end terminal. Thus, it would save system and network resources by maintaining an adequate resources to each user based on the maximum connected speed of the end terminal.

Network connection could be used as the top limit factor of the prefetching system, while the other factors discussed in this project can be used along with that factor. It is worthless if the server spends large bandwidth and cache resources to a user with low connection speed, who will be affected with low QoE. However, the user streaming quality can be boosted by preloading the requested video in good time to get more smoothness in watching the requested content. Thus, QoE for users with low connection speed could be enhanced.

For users with high connection speed at the end terminal, there is no need for a large user cache. Hence, the connectivity of these users is sufficient to view the requested
Future Work

content, even in high definition quality, using small user cache size. An example of the previous description is the difference between the first version and the second version of Google Chromecast media streaming device.

Both versions of Google Chromecast are used mainly for watching online video contents like YouTube videos on a TV by using, for example, mobile devices as a remote control. However, it is also possible to view local video casts from mobile devices on a TV in the same local network. Although, the second version of the Google Chromecast device comes with lower cache size than the first version, but according to Google Inc., the newer version gives 2 to 4 times speed improvement compared to the first version. This is not only referred to the improvement in the processor speed of the new device, but also to the improvement in network connectivity which is based on 802.11ac vs. 802.11n in the previous version of that device [31].

As a result the higher the connected network speed of the terminal is, the lower user cache size is needed, because the speed of the network is sufficient to deliver many parts of the requested content fast enough to be viewed by the user, before the user cache get filled with large parts of the cached content data.

It would be better to add that factor by distributing server resources to all users based on the connectivity speed of each end terminal. However, in the future, it might not be a large problem because the network connection speed is always getting higher and higher. Therefore, it is not crucial to have this factor, but it will always give an advantage if we take in mind that there could be some network congestion in any network due to the huge traffic and the mass user demand.
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